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Abstract
Possible errors in the widely used 1972 – 1973 macroscopic original-electric-modulus formalism are identified, corrected,
and their consequences considered. These errors include misidentification of the high-frequency-limiting dielectric constant
arising entirely from mobile charges, eC1l, and the failure to treat properly the high-frequency-limiting dielectric constant
associated with bulk dipolar and vibrionic effects, eDl. It is shown that the corrected modulus formalism, which describes
dispersed mobile-charge effects, is isomorphic in form with the 1973 microscopic continuous-time random-walk hopping model
of Scher and Lax after a minor but significant correction is made to the latter’s response function. This firmly established
correction, which nevertheless could not be determined by Kronig – Kramers transformation, involved inversion of synthetic
frequency-response data to determine a distribution of relaxation times and led to extension of the real part of the Scher – Lax
dielectric response to higher frequencies by the inclusion of a nonzero limiting value. This isomorphism, along with excellent
data fitting using the corrected modulus formalism, suggests that since the Scher – Lax stochastic model involves no explicit
Coulomb interactions, cation motion in glasses is dominated by short-range interactions. Finally, two very-high-frequency
processes, which each lead to a limiting plateau value of the real part of the conductivity at sufficiently high frequencies, are
discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction and background
1.1. General
Electrical relaxation measurements, particularly in
the frequency domain, immittance spectroscopy (IS),
*
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are widely used to help characterize the dynamics of
diffusing charges in glasses, melts, and single crystals
[1]. For example, see references 1 –33 of Ref. [2].
Nevertheless, there seem to remain endemic problems
of data interpretation, some of them addressed and
resolved herein. Although I shall be primarily concerned with ionic motion in disordered materials,
many of the results are of broader applicability. A list
of acronym definitions appears at the end of this work.
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As is well known, there are four closely related
levels at which a frequency response model or
experimental data may be expressed and a model
fitted to the data. In terms of specific model quantities, these are the complex dielectric constant,
e(x) = eV(x)  ieW(x); the complex conductivity,
r(x) u ixeV e(x) u 1/q(x) u ixeV /M(x) = rV(x) +
irW(x); the complex resistivity, q(x) u 1/r(x) =
qV(x) + iqW(x); and the complex electric modulus,
M(x) u ixeV q(x) u 1/e(x) = MV(x) + iMW(x). Here
eV is the permittivity of vacuum.
In the following, some discussion of the differences between conductive-system and dielectric-system dispersion responses is presented along with some
necessary definitions. Then, two important frequencyresponse conductive-system models are defined and
discussed: the original and the corrected modulus
formalisms. It is next shown what needs to be done
to produce full response isomorphism between an
important microscopic hopping model and the macroscopic one generally used as the basis of the modulus
formalisms. A discussion of very-high-frequency
effects follows, and then a summary is presented of
the important differences between the two modulus
formalism models.
1.2. Differences in conductive and dielectric responses
When one deals with a single dispersive process
associated only with mobile charges, defined as conductive-system dispersion (CSD), as will be the case
herein, we may write its full q(x) response in general
terms as
qðxÞ ¼ qVðlÞ þ fqVð0Þ  qVðlÞgIðxÞ;

ð1Þ

where I(x) is a normalized, complex macroscopic
response function for which IV(0) = 1 and IV(l) = 0.
Where needed, a subscript ‘C’ will be included to
designate conductive-system model quantities, and a
subscript ‘D’ employed for dielectric ones. For CSD,
unlike dielectric-system dispersion (DSD), the dc and
ac responses are closely related [3– 9].
With a plausible dispersion model for I(x), one
finds that the q(x) response of Eq. (1), expressed at
the complex dielectric constant level, involves eCV(x)
dielectric response arising solely from mobile charges,

response whose high-frequency limit may or may not
be zero, depending on the details of the I(x) model
[4,5]. Because all real data include dielectric response
as well, often well approximated for dominant CSD
situations by a frequency-independent dielectric constant, eDV = eDl, the effect of this quantity must
always be included in any full response model. Such
a model then involves CSD and DSD response
functions in parallel electrically; see, for example,
Fig. 1 of Ref. [7].
For conductive-system dispersion, I(x) is usually
defined at the complex resistivity level in terms of a
distribution of resistive relaxation times (DRT), sC,
but its response may be transformed to any of the
other three levels. In particular, the same DRT leads to
response expressed at either the complex resistivity
level, as in Eq. (1), or at the modulus level, and the
DRT may be estimated by inversion of data at any of
the four immittance levels, as illustrated later. An
example of peaked qW(x), MW(x), and eW(x)
responses calculated from the same data appears in
Fig. 2 of Ref. [7] and illustrates their different shapes.
Note that we may always define and estimate a single,
unique CSD DRT from response expressed at either
the complex resistivity level or at the modulus level.
However, this is not the end of the story. One can
also describe IS response data by means of a distribution of dielectric relaxation times, appropriate for
DSD. When such a distribution is known, it is most
appropriate to use it to generate or analyze data at the
complex dielectric constant level or at the admittance
level. In a dielectric situation, the response arises
primarily from dielectric dispersion and may or may
not involve a nondispersed parallel conductivity that
is not a part of the dielectric dispersion and is
unrelated to the characteristic dielectric relaxation
time of the response, sDo.
Here again, response associated with the dielectric
DRT may be expressed at any of the four immittance
levels. However, it is important to note that even when
a CSD DRT and a DSD DRT are taken of exactly the
same form, their frequency responses are different and
involve different temperature dependencies. Nevertheless, it turns out that one can often fit synthetic
CSD data with a DSD model and vice versa, provided
the DSD response model involves a parallel conductivity element [6]. Good CSD-model fitting of DSD
data sometimes requires a nonphysical negative value
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of the parallel conductivity, however. Even when both
CSD and DSD fits of an experimental data set yield
equivalently good results, one can still decide whether
the observed dispersion is of CSD or DSD character
by comparison of results for a range of fitting temperatures. It appears that some past work has introduced a
dielectric DSD for modeling experimental data when
a CSD response model would have been more appropriate; for example, see Ref. [10].
1.3. High-frequency-limiting dielectric quantities
As usual, we consider a thermally activated conductive-system, one that involves a nonnegligible dc
conductivity, r0 u rV(0), associated with mobile
charges such as ions and given by the zero-frequency
limit of the r(x) function following from a dispersive
response model. Because the matter is often ignored,
it is important to distinguish specific model quantities
from expressions meant to represent experimental data
directly. Where appropriate, a subscript ‘E’ will be
used to denote such latter quantities. In addition, a
subscript ‘dat’ will be used when needed with symbols representing experimental data.
It has been conventional to designate high-frequency-limiting quantities by a symbol or subscript
of l. Of course, this usage does not mean that such
quantities are actually frequency-independent from
some particular frequency up to x = l, and it should
only be interpreted as indicating approximate constancy up to frequencies that extend at least to the
limit of the available experimental range. For example,
when there is negligible bulk-material dipolar/vibrionic dielectric relaxation within the full frequency
range explored, we set, for that range, eDV(x)=eDV(0)=
eDV(l) u eDl, a quantity always >1. Then, in the absence of electrode effects, the only significant dispersion present in the experimental range will be of
conductive-system character.
In recent years, the important distinction between
eDl and eEV(l) u el, discussed below, has largely
been ignored, and el has been employed when it seems
that eDl was meant. Even worse, effects of eDl have
frequently been ignored or treated incorrectly. See
below and Refs. [3– 9] for discussions of the problem.
Particularly important is the misleading use of the
symbol el in situations where el p eDl yet the two
quantities are not distinguished from each other. As
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demonstrated herein and earlier [3– 9], the neglect or
improper treatment of eDl in immittance spectroscopy data analysis, can, and usually does, lead to
serious errors in the interpretation of experimental
MEW(x) data and plots. Further, Ngai and Rendell [2]
have stated that the contributions of mobile ions to
eV(x) are seldom considered. As we shall see in
Section 3, this contribution has indeed been considered
since at least 1994 [3 –5], and it is crucial in distinguishing between the original electric modulus formalism (OMF) fitting model [11 – 13] and its corrected
version [3 – 8]. Further discussion of modeling the
high-frequency behavior of eCV(x) and rCV(x) is presented in Sections 4.2 and 5.

2. Conductivity or modulus level analysis?
When the electric modulus has been discussed and
used in the past, it has generally involved presenting
data by means of a plot of Mdat
W (x) vs. the logarithm
of frequency. Such plots show peaked response, and
that to the left of the peak decreases rapidly, minimizing the influence of any low-frequency electrode
effects present in data. However, just because such
effects are suppressed in Mdat
W (x) plots does not mean
that they make a negligible contribution to the data, as
is often asserted [11– 13], and so one must not assume
their absence but instead use other approaches to
identify and quantify them [4– 8]. In discussing the
choice between MW(x) and rV(x) for data analysis,
Roling has recently said, ‘‘In the literature, it is highly
controversial how these electrical properties should
best be analyzed’’ [14]. See, for example, references
3– 11 in Ref. [14].
An advantage of the use of rV(x) for comparison
between data and models is that rCV(x) = rEV(x), since
virtually all bulk capacitative effects appear in rCW(x),
but such separation does not occur for the real or
imaginary parts of either M(x) or q(x). A frequent
error in the literature has been to compare MCW(x)
model results, usually denoted by just MW(x), with
Mdat
W (x), which includes full MCW(x) response as well
as the effects of nonzero eDl, a quantity that may be
greater or smaller than eCV(l). Of course, the proper
comparison should be between Mdat
W (x) and MEW(x), as
first emphasized in Ref. [4]. If we fit rdat(x) = ixeV/
Mdat(x) data with rE(x) = ixeV[{MC(x)}  1 + eDl] =
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ixeV/ME(x) model results, then a correct comparison
may be readily made in the absence of electrode
effects. It should be noted that this procedure leads
to fit results [4– 8] that show much less of the endemic
high-frequency disparity between data and model
observed when proper account is not taken of eDl
[11,13,15,16].
The controversy over which analysis approach to
use disappears when one realizes that it is most
appropriate to fit the real and imaginary parts of a
complex data set together to a response model, both to
average out some noise and to test directly whether
the data set satisfies the Kronig – Kramers relations.
Such fitting, which can be done at any of the four IS
levels using weighted complex nonlinear least squares
(CNLS), should include eDl as a free fitting parameter, as discussed below, and it is readily carried out
using the freely available fitting/inversion computer
program LEVM [17].

3. Original and corrected electric-modulusformalism response models
3.1. The original modulus formalism
The original CSD electric modulus formalism, a
ground-breaking treatment of bulk conductivity relaxation effects, was developed by Macedo, Moynihan,
and their coworkers in 1972 – 1973 [11 –13]. Although
it has been shown in the last 6 years that it is
inconsistent [3 – 6], data analysis continues to this
day to employ this faulty approach. See, for example,
the 20 references to such work in Ref. [18], as well as
many others. Luckily, the OMF can be readily corrected, and, as demonstrated herein, the corrected
version, the CMF, is important not only because it
fits much data for disordered materials much better
than does the OMF and many other response models,
but also because it can be shown to yield the same
frequency response behavior as an important microscopic theory, as discussed below and in Ref. [19],
thereby underlining the generality and value of the
common response model.
The physical basis of the macroscopic OMF
involved consideration of the decay of the electric
field in the material at constant displacement, represented by a temporal relaxation function UOMF(t) [13].

The OMF response model was actually implemented
by transforming a given distribution of resistivity
relaxation times (DRT), gC(s), to a new one proportional to sgC(s) [4,5], although no such new distribution was actually defined. In order to distinguish
between the two different frequency responses associated with these distributions, I shall use subscripts
k = 0 and 1, respectively [5,7,8,19,20]. Thus, there are
two related CSD responses; call them CSD0 and
CSD1. Now let x u s/sok, where sok is a characteristic
relaxation time of the response. Then the normalized
distribution of resistivity relaxation times, GCk(x), is
given by sokgCk(s), and I shall omit the k and ‘C’
subscripts from now on for r0 u rCV(0). Note that the
two DRTs lead to the two different I(x) responses,
I0(x) and I1(x), and so through Eq. (1) to different
overall frequency responses.
Next, an important distinction needs to be made:
that between consideration of data or a response
function expressed at the modulus level and the
electric modulus formalism itself. Although the latter
was originally derived as a modulus-level response
function, it can be transformed to any other immittance level [5]. Thus, the modulus formalism is not
equivalent to expressing or considering data or a
model at the modulus level, although this distinction
has not always been maintained, and the modulus
formalism should not be referred to by the ambiguous
terms electric modulus or EM [18,21,22].
At the complex resistivity level, the normalized
frequency-response functions of Eq. (1), Ik(x), may be
written as [4,5,19,20]
Ik ðxÞ ¼

Z

l

0

¼

Z

Gk ðxÞdx
½1 þ ixsok x

l

expðixtÞfdUk ðtÞ=dtgdt;

ð2Þ

0

showing that Ik(x) may be calculated either from
knowledge of Gk(x) or from a temporal response
function Uk(t), with U0(t) often called the correlation
or autocorrelation function. It involves t/so1, and for
the OMF U0(t) is the electric field decay function
mentioned above [13]. Through Eq. (2) with k = 0,
U0(t) leads to the normalized response I0(x), a quantity designated as N*(x) in Ref. [13].
It is important to note that OMF response is not
that of I0(x), but instead it may be identified with
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I1(x) response, one that is readily derived from I0(x)
because of the connection between G0(x) and G1(x)
already mentioned [4,5,13]. Although OMF response
was originally derived at the modulus level, and so
was later identified as the modulus formalism, its
frequency response can be represented at any of the
four immittance levels since it involves the same
G1(x) distribution. Derivation of the OMF at the
modulus level is fully consistent with that involving
Eqs. (1) and (2), and so OMF frequency response may
be calculated for any of the immittance levels.
Although the quantity qV(l) = qCk
V (l) u qCkl
appears in Eq. (1) and leads to a high-frequency
plateau in rV(x), many experimental data sets do
not extend to sufficiently high frequencies for a
plateau to appear. Further, the OMF, CMF, and many
other fitting models do not usually include such
response. Therefore, for much of the present work,
we set qCkl = 0 but discuss the consequences of
qCkl p 0 in Section 5. The mth moments of the
normalized Gk(x) distribution are given by
Z l
m
m
m
m
xm Gk ðxÞdx;
ð3Þ
hs ik usok hx ik usok
0

and we may also express the first moment, or mean
value of s for the k = 0 situation, as [23]
Z l
Z l
hsi0 ¼
tfdU0 ðtÞ=dtgdt ¼
U0 ðtÞdt:
ð4Þ
0

0

m

Note that < x >k is a dimensionless quantity that
depends only on the shape of the distribution and is
independent of sok.
The OMF analysis [11 – 13] led to the CSD1
relations
MOMF ðxÞ ¼ Ml f1  I0 ðxÞg;

ð5Þ

and
rOMF0 ¼ eV es =hsiOMF ¼ eV es =sOMF hxi;

ð6Þ

with Ml u MOMF(l) = 1/es, where es was defined as
containing ‘‘all the ordinary contributions to the
relative permittivity of the material except those connected with the long range ionic diffusion process.’’
[11]. Therefore, it may be identified as the present
purely dielectric quantity eDl. Later, it has been
denoted by el but still implicitly or explicitly taken
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by all users of the OMF to mean eDl since this
quantity has been used in place of the purely conductive-system quantity eC1l, here denoted by eC1l.
Its existence means that elE = el is actually composed of eC1l + eDl for CSD1 fitting where eC1l is
nonzero, as it is for data analyzed by the CMF
approach for situations where it is a good approximation to take qCkl negligible or zero. Further discussion of the important quantity eC1l appears in
(Sections 3.2, 4.2, and 5).
In recent work, Ngai and León [18] state, ‘‘This
dependence of sEM (the present sOMF) on el is
considered by some workers (no references provided)
as a shortcoming of the EM formalism. We do not
agree with this opinion because this invariably will
occur in any representation of the electrical relaxation
data because the latter are from macroscopic measurements where el inevitably enters.’’ First, as one of the
‘‘some workers,’’ my position is that the presence of
el ( = es = eDl) in the OMF equations is not just a
shortcoming but an error in principle. Although the
effects of eDl are indeed always present in the data
[4– 8], they should not appear directly in a purely CSD
model but are, of course, properly included in the
fitting of such a model to the data by adding an
ixeVeDl term to a CSD expression for rC(x) to form
rE(x). In contrast, since the OMF already includes
eOMF
V (l) = eDl in its response equations, no separate
eDl free fitting parameter has ever been included in
OMF fits of experimental data, and the OMF
is evidently not expected to require any such added
term. Further, it cannot properly define el as eC1l +
eDl because the erroneous identification eOMF
V (l)u
eDl preempts the proper eC1l u eC1
V (l) definition.
Finally, it is worth noting that the OMF Eq. (6) sets
stringent and unrealistic conditions on sOMF. It is not
an independent quantity in, for example, Eqs. (2) – (4),
but instead it is required be consistent with Eq. (6) and
so it depends on eDl as mentioned above. This
problem is avoided when the OMF is corrected in
the manner described below.
3.2. The corrected modulus formalism
Here we consider the usual situation where eC1l is
nonzero; but a situation where eC1
V (x) may approach
zero, possibly even within the experimental frequency
range, is discussed in Section 5. The OMF expres-
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sions of Eqs. (5) and (6) are erroneous because the
OMF treated a purely conductive-system, dispersiverelaxation situation in terms that include separate
conductive and dielectric physical processes, as discussed above. Corrected versions of Eqs. (5) and (6)
are [4,5]

one like the OMF? The original creators of the
OMF and virtually all users of it since 1973 have
completed it by taking for the I0(x) of Eq. (2) the
Kohlrausch – Williams– Watts (KWW) model [24,25],
one that follows from the choice of a stretchedexponential (SE) temporal response function,

MC1 ðxÞ ¼ MC1 ðlÞf1  IC0 ðxÞg;

U01 ðtÞ ¼ Rexpfðt=so1 Þb01 g;

ð7Þ

with MC1(l) = 1/eC1l and
r01 ur0 ¼ eV eC1l =hsi01 ¼ eV eC1l =so1 hxi01 :

ð8Þ

These equations do indeed involve only mobilecharge-related quantities. Further, unlike the presence
of eDl in Eq. (6) of the OMF, eC1l is a creature of
the conductive system only, and it exists only through
its definition in Eq. (8) and its presence in model
response as eC1
V (l). Thus, Eq. (8) imposes no direct
restrictions on r0, so1, or on the relations between
them. Their experimental values, and that of < x>01,
entirely determine the value of eC1l.
Note that Eq. (7) shows that although CMF
response may be calculated from knowledge of the
k = 0 dimensionless frequency-response function
IC0(x), it leads to k = 1 CSD1 response, with different
frequency, time, and DRT behavior than that of the
associated k = 0 situation. This is why the subscript 01
has been used in Eq. (8) to indicate that although < s>
is derived from the CSD0 distribution, it involves a
k = 1 shape parameter whose value may be determined
by fitting the CSD1 model of Eq. (7) to data.
It follows from Eq. (7) that
eC1 ðxÞ ¼ eC1l =f1  IC0 ðxÞg:

ð9Þ

Since IC0
V (l) = 0, eC1
V (l) u eC1l, a consistent result.
But how was Eq. (8) derived? If we consider the
x ! 0 limit of
rC1 ðxÞ ¼ ixeV eC1 ðxÞ ¼ eV eC1l fix=f1  IC0 ðxÞgg;
ð10Þ
using the result that follows from the first part of Eq.
(2) with k = 0 that {1  IC0(x)} ! ix < s>01 to first
order as x ! 0, then Eq. (8) immediately follows on
defining rC1
V (0) as r0.
Why is the CMF a purely conductive-system
approach rather than a mixed conductive/dielectric

ð11Þ

where the stretching (shape) parameter satisfies
0 V b01 V 1, and R = 1 in the absence of cutoff of the
associated G0(x) distribution [4,26]. Even though
U01(t) is defined at the k = 0 level and leads directly
to KWW0 (hereafter denoted by K0) frequency
response with b01 = b0, it also leads through Eq. (7)
to k = 1 frequency response with b01 = b1, and it is
therefore appropriate to denote it with both 0 and 1
subscripts. Thus, fitting data with the CMF model
involves the KWW1 (hereafter K1) frequencyresponse model, one whose shape parameter is b1,
not b0 [5,6,8,20,27]. It has usually been denoted by
just b in previous applications of the OMF. The
distinction between the two b’s is important because
the high-frequency-limiting log –log slope of the K1
rC1
V (x) response is n=(1  b1), while that of the K0
rC0
V (x) is b0, and fitting of limited-range experimental
data does not usually lead to exact equality between
these quantities [5,6,20].
In the range of 0.3]b1]0.7, CNLS fitting of
limited-range simulated data shows that the K1
response model fits such K0 data, or vice versa,
reasonably well, and the relation b1=(1  b0) is often
a good approximation. However, as b0 ! 1, K1 fits of
K0 data become progressively poorer and the above
relation fails badly. In the Debye limit, b1 ! 0 and
rC1
V (x) = r0 over the full x range [20]. Fig. 1 shows
K1 fits, using proportional weighting [6 –8,17,26], of
nearly exact b0 = 0.9 K0 synthetic data with so0 =
5 10  4 s. For the NLS fit of the real-part rC0
V (x)
data, the estimated b1 value was about 0.27 rather than
0.1, and for the CNLS fit of both parts, b1g0.45! The
two so1 estimates were about 4.7 10  6 and 6.4
10  5 s, respectively.
It is pertinent to compare the above CSD1 CMF
expressions of Eqs. (7) and (8) with corresponding
ones for the CSD0. For most CSD0 fitting models of
interest, such as the K0, eC0l is identically zero
unless the associated DRT is cut off and is thus zero
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the real part of the complex conductivity on
radial frequency for weighted NLS and CNLS fits of accurate
b0 = 0.9 K0 data using the K1 response model. Here rN u r/rn, with
rn = 1 S/cm, and xN u x/xn where xn = 1 r/s.

below a nonzero small smin value [4,20,26,27]. All
physically realizable DRTs satisfy this cutoff condition because there is always a minimum relaxation
time for the material considered [27,28]. However,
such cutoff usually involves so small a value of smin
that eCO
V (l) is much smaller than one and eC1
V (l) is
only marginally larger than its eC1l no-cutoff value
[4,26].
Therefore, in the present work, cutoff effects are
ignored except in Section 5. Cutoff always leads to a
nonzero plateau, rCk(l), as well, but most IS experimental data do not extend to high enough frequencies
for this quantity to be estimated. Because eC0l is zero
for the K0, we must form an equation similar to Eq.
(8) by using eC0(0) instead. Then, the CSD0 results
comparable to the CMF CSD1 ones above are [4,5,8]
MC0 ðxÞ ¼ ixeV IC0 ðxÞ=r0 ;
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the same K0 DRT, they are functions of b0 and b1,
respectively, and so may be quite different in value.
Note that the use of the Eq. (11) SE temporal
response in Eq. (2) leads to dispersed resistive, not
dielectric, frequency response, and the resulting
qC1(x) = q0I1(x)=[1  IC0(x)]/{ixeVeC1l} expression is related, again through Eq. (2), to a distribution
of resistivity relaxation times. For b0 = 0.5, an analytical expression for G0(x) is known [23], so that one for
G1(x) is also available. The so1 characteristic relaxation time of the CSD0 SE response of Eq. (11) is
necessarily a conductive-system quantity unrelated to
eDl since it is a part of pure conductive-system
frequency response and is associated through Eq. (8)
with only conductive-system quantities.
When a CSD0 or CSD1 DRT is a delta function,
one obtains Debye-relaxation frequency response with
b0 = 1 or b1 = 0 and < x> = 1, response involving a
frequency-independent resistance and capacitance in
parallel, both purely conductive-system quantities.
The full response with eDl taken into account then
involves two capacitances in parallel, represented at
high frequency by el = eC1l + eDl. In contrast, the
OMF result in this limit involves just eDl and leads to

ð12Þ

and
r0 ¼ eV eC0 ð0Þ=hsi0 ¼ eV eC0 ð0Þ=so0 hxi0 ;

ð13Þ

where data fitting leads to estimates of b0 and so0 that
differ from the estimates of (1  b1) and so1 obtained
from fitting the same data with the K1 CMF model.
Further, though < x>0 and < x>01 are calculated from

Fig. 2. Solid curve: accurate U1 K1 temporal response for b1 = 0.3.
The ‘‘Fit’’ curve is the result of a weighted NLS fit of the U1 data to
the SE model, and the short-dash curve is ordinary SE response
using the parameters that led to the U1 curve. Here tN u t/sn, with
sn = 1 s.
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the Maxwell dielectric-material expression for sOMF,
one that involves a resistance in parallel with a
capacitance associated with eDl, not the proper limit
for CSD1 behavior. See also Section 6 below.
Clearly, CSD stretched-exponential temporal
response does not include a term that could yield a
part of the frequency response involving eDl. One
can obtain the temporal response from knowledge of
the appropriate DRT [4,23,26]; therefore, from G1(x),
a purely CSD quantity, we can calculate the associated
U1(t). As one might expect, it turns out that U1(t) is
not of stretched-exponential character [26,27]. Fig. 2
shows some results for R = 1, so1 = 1 s, and b1 = 0.3.
When the U1(t) K1 response was fitted by the K0 SE
using LEVM with proportional weighting, the curve
marked ‘‘Fit’’ was obtained. Although appreciable
differences from the U1 curve are apparent, they
would be much less obvious in a log – log plot. The
actual fit led to a value of SF, the relative standard
deviation of the fit residuals, of about 8%, and to poor
R, so, and b1 estimates of about 1.07, 52 s, and 0.45.
Similar poor results were found when the exact data
fitted involved the b1 = 0.5 choice.

Fig. 3. Plots of g u log[  ln(Uk(t))]/log(t/sok) for U1 and U0 with
two different values of b, demonstrating that U1(t) is not of SE
character while U0(t) is.

There is a more sensitive way to evaluate the
appropriateness of representing temporal response
by the SE when the value of sok is known. Let
g u log[  ln(Uk(t))]/log(t/sok), a quantity equal to b0
for all t when Uk(t) = U0(t) and is thus of SE character
and R = 1. Fig. 3 shows results for b1 = 0.3 and 0.5, as
well as b0 = 0.5. The horizontal dashed lines indicate
the asymptotic limits of the curves. Clearly, the K1
limits are approached faster the larger b1.

4. Equality of corrected macroscopic and
microscopic frequency-response models
4.1. Checking the CMF and STM isomorphism
Recently, Ngai and León [18] have stated that
‘‘The question of how to relate the macroscopic
conductivity relaxation measurement. . .to the microscopic movement of ions is a problem that must be
resolved.’’ In two similar treatments [18,22], these
authors showed that ‘‘the electric modulus (by which
they meant the OMF) faithfully reproduces the shape
of the dispersion of the microscopic ionic movement.’’ To do so, they compared the frequencyresponse predictions of a slightly modified version
of the macroscopic OMF with those of the 1973
continuous-time, random-walk, microscopic stochastic transport model (STM) of Scher and Lax [29].
Because there are several problems with these analyses, discussed below, it is worthwhile to show that
corrected versions of both dispersed-relaxation models are isomorphic, thereby emphasizing the importance of the resulting joint model. Although a brief
treatment of the matter has recently appeared [19], the
importance of the subject merits a more complete
analysis.
We shall first show how the above isomorphism
may be established and then compare the results with
the related but inappropriate ones of Ngai and León
[18]. Although the joint model may involve different
kinds of mobile charge, such as electrons or ions, we
shall specialize here to an ionic situation where only
cations are mobile, the usual case when the modulus
formalism is used for the analysis of experimental
frequency-response data from disordered ionic materials. Although there are many different expressions
for the dc conductivity of a conducting system [30],
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the usual Nernst – Einstein expression for this quantity
when the fraction of available sites occupied by
mobile charges is small, is [31,32]
r0 ¼ ½cN ðqdÞ2 =6kT =sH :

ð14Þ

Here N is the total cation density; c is the fraction of
mobile cations; q is the cation charge; d is the RMS
single-hop distance for a hopping ion, often designated as [ < r2>]1/2; and sH is a thermally activated
hopping time. It is related to the characteristic relaxation time of the response model, so = saexp(Es/kT),
where sa is temperature independent.
In terms of the present notation, the final STM
expression for the complex conductivity for the CSD1
situation is [29]
rSTM ðxÞ ¼ ½cN ðqdÞ2 =6kT fixIC0 ðxÞ=f1  IC0 ðxÞgg;
ð15Þ
whose x ! 0 limit is just
rSTM ð0Þ ¼ ½cN ðqdÞ2 =6kT =hsi01 ;

ð16Þ

where the sH, of Eq. (14) was identified by Scher and
Lax as the mean waiting time for a hop and was
calculated by using their equivalent of the first part of
Eq. (4). Thus, this mean hop time is also the mean
CMF relaxation time, < s>01 [19]. If we set rSTM(0)
equal to the r01 of Eq. (8), we obtain the important
result [8,19,33]
eC1l ¼ ½cN ðqdÞ2 =6kT eV ;

ð17Þ

indicating that when c is temperature independent (the
case of unassociated charge carriers), eC1l is proportional to 1/T. Such dependence was approximately
found from LEVM CMF K1 fitting of Na2O3SiO2
data [5], and very accurate 1/T dependence was
recently established for 0.88ZrO20.12Y2O3 data
[33]. All CMF fitting carried out so far has shown
that well-defined estimates of the values of both eCl
and eDl may be obtained using CNLS data fitting
with an appropriate CSD1 model, one which usually
must contain electrode as well as bulk response parts
[4– 7,9,20,33,34]. Fits without a free or fixed separate
eDl parameter, as with the OMF, were always considerably poorer than those when it was included and
free to vary, as in the CMF. As discussed elsewhere
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[34], CMF fits are not superior to OMF ones just
because they have one more free fitting parameter.
If we now use Eq. (17) in Eq. (15) and convert to
the dielectric level, we obtain
eSTM ðxÞ ¼ eC1l fIC0 ðxÞ=f1  IC0 ðxÞgg;

ð18Þ

a result that differs from the macroscopic CMF
expression for eC1(x) of Eq. (9) only by the presence
of IC0(x) in the numerator of the latter, but not the
former, equation. Thus, the Scher – Lax microscopic
model as it stands is not quite isomorphic with the
CMF one. It follows from Eqs. (9) and (18) that
eSTM ðxÞ ¼ eC1 ðxÞ  eC1l ;

ð19Þ

so it is only eSTM
V (x) that differs from eC1
V (x), and
the imaginary parts are identical. Unlike the CMF
model involving K1, eSTM
V (l) is identically zero.
Note that we have not specified a particular form for
IC0(x) in the above expressions, but clearly the
microscopic STM model is formally identical to
the macroscopic CSD1 model except for the missing
eC1l p 0 term.
4.2. Proving the CMF and STM isomorphism, is
eC1
V (l) zero?
Although the above results do not fully establish
the macro – micro isomorphism, that need not be the
end of the matter. In private correspondence, Dr.
Scher has noted that the STM is a low-frequency
theory and thus its range of applicability does not
necessarily extend to sufficiently high frequencies that
a significant value of eSTM
V (l) can be obtained. Since
a nonzero value does appear in the CSD1, and since
the STM and CSD1 e(x) imaginary parts are identical
in form, it is reasonable to ask whether the eSTM
V (x)
expression or the eC1
V (x) one is fully consistent with
the joint eW(x) response. Unfortunately, the Kronig –
Kramers relations cannot help answer this question
because they only connect {eSTM
V (x)  eSTM
V (l)}
and eSTM
W (x). Thus, they cannot distinguish between
a zero or a nonzero value of eSTM
V (l) using only
eSTM
W (x) results.
But all is not lost! The above question may be
answered using a CSD1 DRT approach and testing
whether K1 eC1
W (x) response alone leads to eC1
V (x)
response with a nonzero value of eC1l. Let us start
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with accurately calculated K1 frequency response
extending over the range 0.01 V x V 108 r/s. Parameter values were q0 = 109 V cm, so = 5 10  5 s, and
b1 = 1/3, and they led to eC1lg3.388. The present b1
value was selected for two reasons: first, many CMF
data fits lead to a value near 1/3, virtually independent
of temperature, ionic concentration, and material
[8,9,33,34], and second, 1/3 is one of the few values
of b1 for which an analytical expression for the K1
DRT is known and incorporated in LEVM. Therefore,
for the present b1 choice, DRT inversion estimates
may be compared to the exact DRT expression, more
accurate than the separate DRT fitting model in
LEVM appropriate for any plausible b1 value.
We first used the inversion facility of LEVM to
estimate the CSD1 DRT from both the complex
eC1(x) and the eC1
W (x) synthetic data sets. Such
estimation assumed that the DRT was continuous
and approximated it by 19 {Ci, si} discrete points
[17,26]. The fits were very good, with SF values of
3.13 10  5 and 1.96 10  5, respectively. Fig. 4
shows the estimated K1 DRT points and, for comparison, accurate K0 DRT curves for two values of b0.
Note that the K0 DRT curves are not those for the
G0(x) distribution of Eq. (2) but are those following

Fig. 4. Dashed lines: accurate distributions of conductive-system
relaxation times for the K0 model with two different b0 values. Solid
line and symbols: estimates of K1-model distributions obtained by
inversion of frequency-response data involving b1 = 1/3.

when the integral is transformed to involve the logarithmic variable y u ln(s/so) = ln(x) [4,23,27]. The
resulting distribution, F0( y) is just xG0(x), thus proportional to G1(x). Finally, F1( y) is given by xG1(x)
and corresponds to the curve with solid circular points
in the figure, a DRT derived directly from the full
eC1(x) data. Points calculated for the F0( y) distribution are improperly identified as G0(x) ones in Ref.
[13]. The figure shows that the small-s region of the
DRTs involves a power-law exponent of b0 for the K0
and (1 + b1) for the K1.
It is well known that DRTs derived from finiterange data yield somewhat inaccurate values for the
last few smallest-s points [26]. To provide a reference
situation, fitting of the DRT points derived from the
full complex eC1(x) data led to an appreciable SF
value of 0.079, but only the lowest-s point showed a
visible discrepancy on the log – log plot (not shown
here). When fitting was carried out with the three
lowest-s points eliminated, the SF value was 0.014,
but parameter estimates were little changed. Fig. 4
includes points obtained by fitting the eC1
W (x) DRT
values with all 19 points and also with only the
higher-s 16 ones. The SF values dropped from 0.081
to 0.0089 for the 19- and 16-point fits, respectively,
but the estimated parameter values again did not
change appreciably. For the 16-point fit they were
sog4.2 10  5 s, and b1g0.326.
Next, the 19-point eC1
W (x) DRT estimates were
used in LEVM to calculate the corresponding full
eC1(x) K1 frequency response by numerical integration of an equation corresponding to the present Eq.
(2) [17,26]. The solid line in Fig. 5 is that of the
original K1 eC1
V (x) simulated data. In addition, the
figure includes a curve of the DRT-derived eC1
V (x)
data and one showing the fit of that curve to the K1
model. Fitting of the derived eC1(x) complex, imaginary, and real parts to K1 led to all b1 estimates of
0.333333 or better. The SF, q0, so, and eC1l estimates
were: (a) 0.022, 9.939 108, 4.81 10  5, 3.281; (b)
0.0003, 9.9997 108, 4.997 10  5, 3.387; and (c)
0.026, 9.957 108, 4.80 10  5, and 3.268, respectively, with usual units. It is not surprising that the
eC1
W (x) fit results, derived directly from the eC1
W (x)
DRT estimate, are nearly exact. Note that for the
present data, eC10 = 10eC1l, and so the eC1
V (x) results
derived from the eC1
W (x) DRT involve a value of
eC10 = 32.68. On the present linear scale, this value
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Fig. 5. Exact eC1
V (x) data associated with the K1 DRT of Fig. 4
compared to the data set designated ‘‘Im. DRT’’ derived using the
DRT obtained by inversion of accurate eC1
W (x) data only. Also
V (x)
included are the results of fitting the estimated ‘‘Im. DRT’’ eC1
results to the exact ones.

appears less accurate than the corresponding eC1l
value but the relative errors are the same.
The most important result here is that the eC1
V (x)
points in the figure and the above fit results, all
generated solely from the original eC1
W (x) data, show
reasonable values of the parameters and unequivocally
establish that the derived value of eC1
V (l) is nonzero
and close to the input value. Therefore, the extended,
consistent version of the STM, which includes eC1l,
should replace the original version, and the present
results confirm that the extended STM and the CSD1
general response models are fully isomorphic. An
important consequence of such isomorphism is that
since the STM involves no explicit Coulomb interactions and the CSD1 model fits a large amount of
data very well, such interactions may be of negligible
importance for ordinary conductive-system data.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that a reviewer of the
present manuscript pointed out that the ‘‘most severe
error’’ in it is that eC1
V (l) ‘‘has to be zero’’ but is not!
We have seen that it is not zero in the OMF, the CMF,
and the extended STM models, but, as mentioned in
earlier work [8], since eC1
V (x) and eC1l are entirely
associated with mobile charges, eC1
V (x) must eventually approach zero at very high frequencies if only
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because of the inertia of these charges. See also the
results in Section 5 below.
Nevertheless, data and data analysis indicate that
there is usually an appreciable high-frequency plateau
V (x)geC1l. For example, low-temregion where eC1
perature CKN data shows a plateau in edat
V near
m = 1010 Hz and a slow decrease up to about 1011.5
Hz, the highest frequency shown [35]. Using a combination of dielectric and IR reflectivity measurements of
sodium trisilicate, Cole and Tombari [36] found an
approximate edat
V plateau apparently extending over
four decades or more and then dropping from a value of
about 8 down to 4 at about 1013 Hz. Although these
results do not separate out eC1l and eDl contributions,
CMF fits of data for several different glasses, which do
lead to such separation [5,7 – 9,20,33,34], indicate that
a nonzero eC1l is indeed needed, in addition to a
separate eDl parameter, to obtain excellent fits.
4.3. Problems with the Ngai– León isomorphism
Ngai and León have followed a different approach
to try to establish an isomorphism between the OMF
model and the uncorrected STM [18,22]. Again, in
terms of the present notation, they transform the OMF
result of Eq. (5) to the complex admittance level and
write the result in the form
o
i
hn
rOMF ðxÞ ¼ ixeV eDl 1=f1  IC0 ðxÞg  1 þ 1 ;
ð20Þ
where I have replaced their el symbol by eDl. They
then rewrite Eq. (20) as rOMF(x) = rion(x) + ixeVeDl,
consistent with the philosophy that the OMF already
contains all eDl effects. Ngai and León state that
rion(x) is due only to the ionic diffusion. This quantity
is given by
o
n
ð21Þ
rion ðxÞ ¼ eV eDl ixIC0 ðxÞ=f1  IC0 ðxÞg ;
and is then compared with the STM result of Eq. (15).
Although the frequency-response term in the large
braces of Eq. (21) is the same in form as that of Eq.
(15), establishing a shape isomorphism, these authors
understandably do not present an equation comparable
to Eq. (17) above with eC1l there replaced by eDl,
one that would clearly be incorrect. Instead, they show
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that equality of the dc conductivities leads in their
case to
sOMF =sSTM ¼ ½cN ðqdÞ2 =6kT eV eDl ;

ð22Þ

a ratio that becomes unity when rewritten for the CMF
approach with eDl replaced by eC1l.
What are the problems with the Ngai/León
approach? First, they do not point out that because
their analysis requires the presence of eDl in their
rOMF(x) expression, a pure dielectric factor is introduced into a conductive-system result, one which, in
the work of Scher and Lax [29] and other microscopic
treatments, includes no such mixed-process elements.
An instance of the same problem is evident in Eq.
(21): Since it includes eDl (or el), it is difficult to see
how rion(x) arises only from ionic diffusion as
claimed. Finally, Ngai and León apparently did not
note that the original STM frequency-response
expression is not of exactly the same form as the
macroscopic CSD1 model, as discussed in detail in
the preceding section. Therefore, their shape isomorphism is established in reference to an inappropriate
result and should be discounted even if there were no
other problems with the analysis.

teau in rV(x), whether qC1l is zero or not. This
limitation arises from the cutoff model [26,27], an
improvement and generalization of the Ngai coupling
model (see many references listed in Ref. [27] and
some discussion in Ref. [38]). The cutoff model, as
mentioned earlier, involves cutoff of the conductivesystem DRT at a small value of s. Further, Scher and
Lax [29,p,4497], in discussing limitations of their
1973 STM approach, mention that the model does
not, but should, include a maximum transition rate,
thus introducing cutoff.
Since the question of the appropriateness of including a nonzero qC1l in a response model has been
raised, it is important to illustrate some of the consequences of doing so. To begin, let us rewrite Eq. (1)
for k = 1 as qC1(x) = qC1l + DqI1(x), where Dq u
(q0  qC1l). Fig. 6 shows how nonzero qC1l values
can lead to a rapid decrease towards zero of eC1(x) in
the region where the constant eC1l limit would
otherwise be approached. In this region, it can be
shown that the presence of qC1l leads, on using Eqs.
(1) and (9), to
V ðxÞgeC1l =f1 þ ðxqC1l eV eC1l Þ2 g;
eC1

ð23Þ

5. Some very-high-frequency effects: qC1lp 0 and
DRT cutoffs

showing that the decrease becomes proportional to
x  2. This high-frequency-limiting response is of
Debye form with a single temperature-dependent
relaxation time, qC1l u qC1leVeC1l.

A reviewer of the original version of this work
stated that the usual qC1l = 0 choice, an implicit part
of all OMF analyses and an explicit one for most
CMF ones, is contrary to physical reality because ‘‘all
hopping models yield finite high-frequency conductivities.’’ Interestingly, we also find in Ref. [37] the
statement, ‘‘High-frequency plateau. . .are produced
by all hopping models. . .’’ Physical reality indeed
requires that all rV(x) data must reach a plateau value
at sufficiently high frequencies; call it rl
V [27,28].
The qC1l = 0 choice, whose inclusion was cited as
one reason for recommending rejection of the manuscript, is, in fact, frequently plausible because, as
discussed below, a physically reasonable nonzero
qC1l value will generally lead to effects at frequencies beyond those usually available in electrical measurements, and also because there is another intrinsic
physical limitation that yields a high-frequency pla-

Fig. 6. Log – log plots of exact eC1
V (x) frequency response for four
values of qC1l.
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When qC1l is nonzero, one should properly
change all qC1l = 0 q0 and r0 symbols above to Dq
and 1/Dq, respectively. But, as the results of Fig. 6
show, it is necessary that qC1l/q0 be considerably less
than 10  4 before an appreciable frequency range
appears where eC1
V (x) approximates the eC1l results
of Eq. (8), appropriate when qC1l = 0. As discussed
below, it is likely that qC1l will generally be so small
that this condition will be satisfied. Therefore, even
when qC1l p 0, for most conditions, there will be
negligible difference between q0 and Dq. Then, the
use of Eq. (8) will remain appropriate and useful over
a limited frequency range.
There is some plausible theoretical evidence based
on the assumption of an exponential distribution of
transition rates, that qC1l may be of the order of
k u saeV or possibly kEs/kT [38, Eqs. (B27), (B11)],
with k clearly temperature independent. Experimental
results for several different materials [39] suggest that
sa is likely to fall in the range of 10  14 to 10  17 s. It
also appears that rl
V does not exceed about 10 S/cm
[37,40,41]. If this value of rl
V were set equal to k, one
would obtain a minimum estimate of sa of about
10  14 s and a minimum value of sC1l of about
10  13 s for eC1l of the order of 10. Some nonactivated temperature dependence is present in the
above expression for eC1
V (x), both from that of eC1l,
as in Eq. (17), and from the second form above of
qC1l when it applies. The present expression for
sC1l is similar to, but crucially different from, a
relation presented in Ref. [41], Eq. (17), for the
mismatch-and-relaxation model.
Fig. 7 shows qC1l effects on rC1
V (x) response. It
is clear that nonzero qC1l leads to a finite-length
power-law response region with a larger slope than
that associated with ordinary CSD1 response, here
(1  b1) = 2/3 for the K1 model. Such behavior has
been illustrated previously for another response model
[38], and it involves a slope value that approaches 2 as
qC1l decreases, in full agreement with very-highfrequency results for several different materials
[37,40,41]. In addition, the apparent limiting value of
Trl
V, which may be modeled by T/qC1l, shows only a
small, nonactivated increase with increasing temperature [37], in qualitative agreement with either of the
above forms of qC1l. In contrast, no theoretical
expression for this quantity was discussed in Refs.
[37,40,41]. In the high-slope region associated with
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Fig. 7. Log – log plots of exact K1 rC1
V (x) frequency response for
several values of qC1l and of the cutoff parameter ymin.

nonzero qC1l, the response is again of Debye type and
may be expressed as
rC1
V ðxÞgeV eC1l sC1l x2 =f1 þ ðxsC1l Þ2 g;

ð24Þ

where sC1l is defined above. Both the Ngai coupling
model and the cutoff model also lead to limiting highfrequency Debye response of this type [27].
From recent measurements on an argyrodite compound up to a maximum frequency of 6 THz [42], the
authors found that at high frequencies, fitting of their
rdat
V (x) measurements required a term proportional to
x2, identified as modeling the low-frequency flank of
the silver vibrational contribution, consonant with the
presence of a nonzero qC1l. No plateau appeared up
to the highest frequency shown, about 1011 Hz. It is
worth noting, however, that high-frequency electrode
or interface polarization can also lead to a slope
approaching two and even to an apparent plateau
[9,34].
Fig. 7 also shows separate cutoff-model results for
qC1l. When the DRT integral in Eq. (2) is transformed to involve the logarithmic variable y, and the
bottom limit of the integral is set to ymin = ln(xmin) =
ln(smin/so) rather than to  l, the DRT is cut off at
smin and is zero below this value [27]. The value
ymin =  60, corresponding to xmin c 10  26, is used
here as the no-cutoff condition. When ymin =  10,
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xming4.5 10  5, leading to sming4.5 10  8 s for
the present situation. Incidentally, the nonzero values
of qC1l shown in Fig. 7 were selected just to make
the resulting rC1l values equal to the ymin =  5 and
 10 plateau values. These cutoff values will be
designated as (rC1l)CO to distinguish them from
rC1l values associated with qC1l. As already mentioned, nonzero values of (rC1l)CO do not lead to a
nonzero qC1l value.
The most obvious difference in the curves arising
from the two different processes is the extra highslope region intrinsic to the presence of nonzero
qC1l. This difference usually allows one to distinguish between the two disparate causes of a rl
V
plateau. It is worth mentioning that the Ngai coupling
model leads to results similar to those of the cutoff
approach [27], and the Funke mismatch-and-relaxation model [37,41], one which has not been fitted to
many different data sets, appears to yield shape
response closer to that of the cutoff model than to
that arising from a nonzero qC1l [43]. Some apparent defects in the Funke model are discussed in Ref.
[43], and some aspects of the coupling model and
several other response models are summarized in
Ref. [39].
Finally, one always expects cutoff response to be
present at sufficiently high frequencies, and, when
qC1l is nonzero as well and rC1lH(rC1l)CO, one
should find that when the x2 part of the response
associated with qC1l is removed from the data, a
(rC1l)CO plateau appears that is associated only with
the cutoff DRT of the basic conductive-system dispersion response, again consonant with experimental
results and analysis [37,41]. The inclusion of both
nonzero qC1l and ymin cutoff effects in a fitting model
adds just two more free parameters to the model. With
appropriate data, such fitting should allow one to
estimate both qC1l and (rC1l)CO values and to
separate out their effects. Unfortunately, a request
several years ago to Professor Funke for some of his
very-high-frequency rV(x) data to implement such
fitting met with no response.

6. Discussion and conclusions
The original modulus formalism modeling approach [11 – 13] was one of the first to discuss dis-

persed conductive-system response as opposed to its
modeling in terms of a dispersed dielectric system. The
appropriateness of this important approach was, I
believe, weakened by its misidentification of the
high-frequency-limiting dielectric constant associated
only with mobile charge as either eDl or el, as
discussed above and below. Here I summarize comparisons between the OMF and the CMF and their
predictions for several different situations. The reader
may then conclude which one seems to be the most
appropriate. Because the OMF implicitly takes
qC1l = 0 the following comparisons are based on this
assumption, but see Section 5 above for the effects of
its inapplicability.
Consider first the Maxwell-relaxation-time expression
sM ¼ eV el =r0 ;

ð25Þ

often used by those who improperly treat dispersed
conductive-system response as a dispersed dielectricresponse situation [44]. See Section 1.2 herein, Ref.
[6], and the Appendix of Ref. [7] for further detailed
discussion of this equation and the differences
between the two dispersion processes. Eq. (25) arises
from the parallel combination of an ideal capacitance,
represented here by el, and an independent ideal
resistance, represented by 1/r0.
For the dielectric-dispersion situation, el has its
usual meaning, and r0 is a parallel leakage conductivity unrelated to the dispersion process. For DSD,
there is a separate characteristic relaxation time, sD,
that is unrelated to sM and is a crucial part of the
dielectric dispersion whether r0 is present or not.
Thus, it is not appropriate to equate sD and sM in this
situation because if this were done, Eq. (25) would
require change in sD as r0 changed.
A different problem is present when Eq. (25), or
equations similar to it, are used in CSD situations and
analyses. Compare the expression for sOMF in Eq. (6)
with that for sM of Eq. (25). In Eq. (6), es = eDl, and
it is often set equal to rl. Unlike the DSD situation,
for conductive-system dispersion r0 and so are
directly linked as parts of the same dispersion process
and involve essentially the same thermal activation
energy [33,38]. Thus, for this situation it is plausible
that an equation such as Eq. (6) should apply. Nevertheless, this equation is inapplicable to CSD situations
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because of the presence in it of eDl or el [4– 6].
We are now ready to discuss several comparisons
between aspects of the OMF and the CMF approaches.
(A) It is a fact that mobile charges lead to real-part
frequency response at the dielectric level, here designated eCV(x), for which eCV(l) may or may not be
zero [4– 6]. It is nonzero for the K1 dispersion model,
the basis of both the OMF and the CMF, and it is
termed eC1l. A crucial difference between the OMF
and the CMF is the replacement of the OMF es of Eq.
(6) by the CMF eC1l of Eq. (8). Unlike Eq. (6), Eq.
(8) properly involves only quantities associated with,
and arising from, charge motion. Thus, the OMF
erroneously identifies the CSD1 eC1l with a dielectric
constant that completely or partially includes dipolar/
vibratory bulk dielectric effects through eDl. Such
mixing of CSD and bulk dielectric effects means that
the dielectric quantity es is fully determined by the
value of the CSD product rOMF0sOMF < x>OMF, inconsistent with physical reasonableness and with experimental results.
(B) The OMF approach leads to response that
ignores the existence of eC1l and, with es replaced
by el, involves eDl = el. Thus, in fitting data with
this model, no extra free dielectric parameter is
required. In contrast, for the CMF, eC1l is fully
determined by the other parameters in Eq. (8) and is
thus not a free parameter. But since the effects of a
nonzero eDl appear in all frequency-response data,
this quantity must be treated as a free fitting parameter. Then, el = eC1l + eDl, and data fitting yields
estimates of both contributions to el [4– 8,33,34]. On
the other hand, OMF el parameter estimates are
improperly interpreted as representing eDl, while in
fact they include both parts of the actual el.
(C) The OMF and CMF models are both of CSD1
character and have been used to determine model
parameters by data fitting. In the OMF case, analysis
of MW(x) data has led to improper b1 estimates, ones
which are not of true CSD character because they are
derived from data sets that include both eC1l and eDl
effects [13,16,44,45]. Table 2 in Ref. [13], often used
for b1 estimation, is, in fact, appropriate only for pure
CSD response [4,23] but it has generally been used in
conjunction with original MW(x) data rather than that
from which eDl effects have been eliminated. Since
CMF analysis already includes eDl as a free param-
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eter, however, its b1 estimates are properly those
appropriate for the pure CSD fitting model.
(D) Since only data expressed at the rV(x) or
eW(x) levels do not involve much or any effects from
eDl, OMF and CMF fits at these levels are equivalent
and should lead to the same proper estimates of b1, for
example. For the other six IS fitting possibilities,
where eDl strongly affects the data, one should find
very nearly the same CMF estimates as for the other
two but quite different ones for OMF fits. Data fitting
for several different materials completely verifies
these conclusions and leads to variable (b1)OMF values
of the order of 0.5 and to (b1)CMF values of about 1/3,
virtually independent of temperature and ionic concentration [8,33,34]. The limiting slope of n = 1 
(b1)CMF of about 2/3 agrees closely with results
compiled in 1994 for many materials from powerlaw rV(x) fits, while the corresponding (b1)OMF
values listed range from 0.47 to 0.83 [46]. Incidentally, another compilation of b values for various
alkali oxide concentrations does not make it entirely
clear whether all those listed are from K0 fits or from
OMF determinations [47], but the trend toward b = 1
as the concentration decreases is in agreement with
that found for (b1)OMF [33].
(E) The present work shows that the imaginary
part of the e(x) response of the Scher – Lax STM
microscopic model is given by a general expression
identical in form to that of the modulus formalism,
and the real part differs only by not including a
nonzero high-frequency limit, eSTM
V (l). For the K1
macroscopic response model used in the modulus
formalism approach, the limit is eC1l. By using only
the DRT associated with eC1
W (x) = eSTM
W (x) response,
it is demonstrated that the derived eC1
V (x) response
does indeed include eC1l
V , thus verifying a complete
isomorphism between the forms of the augmented
STM and the CSD1. Since the OMF approach does
not recognize the existence of eC1l, it cannot be
brought into full consonance with the augmented
STM model.
(F) It has recently been demonstrated that nearly
constant-loss effects are likely to be associated with
an increase in eDl with increasing ionic concentration [33], one arising from interactions between
mobile charges and their surroundings. The OMF
approach does not and cannot lead to such detailed
results.
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Definitions of acronyms
CMF

corrected electric modulus formalism approach
CNLS complex nonlinear least squares
CSD
conductive-system dispersion
CSDk two types of CSD response with k = 0 or 1
DRT
distribution of relaxation times, s
DSD
dielectric-system dispersion
IS
immittance spectroscopy
KWW Kohlrausch– Williams –Watts response model
KWWk KWW response defined by index k, where
k = 0 or 1
Kk
abbreviated form of KWWk
LEVM the complex-nonlinear least-squares fitting
program used herein
OMF original electric modulus formalism approach
SE
stretched-exponential response; see Eq. (11)
STM
stochastic transport model of Scher and
Lax
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